The semi-classical model of atomfield interaction has been fully studied for some multilevel atoms, e.g. Vee, , Cascade  , Y, and inverted Y and so on. This issue is developed into the full-quantum electrodynamics formalism, where the probe and coupling electromagnetic fields are quantized. In this article, we investigate the full-quantum model of absorption and dispersion spectrum of trapped four-levels inverted Y type atoms, interacting with a probe beam of photons as well as two-mode trapped coupling photons. It is shown that the measurement of the maximum of absorption of the probe field and its detuning gives us simply the number of two-mode coupling photons, individually. An experimental setup for this non-demolition photon counting method is proposed and the numbers of coupling photons are obtained analytically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evaluation and manipulation of photonic and atomic states in quantum cavities are an attractive topic for many authors and have many applications in quantum optics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , quantum memory [7] [8] [9] , quantum information [10, 11] , and quantum computation [12, 13] . The semi-classical and full-quantum model of multilevel atoms, interacting with single or multi-mode electromagnetic fields, are fully studied experimentally and theoretically [14] [15] [16] [17] , in linear and non-linear [13, 18, 19] mediums. These studies have found many applications, e.g. in electromagnetically induced transparency [20] [21] [22] , electromagnetically induced absorption [23] [24] , laser without inversion [25, 26] , Autler-Townes effect [27] [28] [29] , sub and super-luminal effects [30] [31] [32] , optical bistability [33] , entanglement [34] , photons counting [3] [4] [5] [6] and so on.
It is known that the absorption and dispersion spectra of multilevel atoms, interacting with multi-modes coupling and probe fields, contain much information about the properties of coupling fields as well as the optical properties of atoms [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the present article, we show that the number of trapped coupling photons (which are microscopic quantities) could be obtained from the absorption spectrum of the probe field (which is a macroscopic quantity), analytically. Our photon counting method is also among the non-demolition measurement methods. In this article, we focus on the absorption spectrum of an ensemble of cold inverted Y multilevel atoms which are trapped in a high quality cavity electrodynamics. These multilevel atoms are interacted with two mode coupling photons which are trapped in another (or the same) cavity. A probe beam of photons is injected into the cold ensemble of multi-level atoms and the amount of its absorption spectrum, in terms of its detuning, is measured by a high efficiency single photon detector. It is shown that the maximum amount of absorptions and their detunings are strongly affected by the number of trapped coupling photons.
The article is organized as follows: In Section two, four different profiles of absorption spectra for inverted Y-type atoms are investigated and analyzed. Their master's equations are obtained in a rotating frame and steady state, and are also solved in weak field approximation. Section three is dealing with a photon counting method corresponding to different profile's properties of absorption spectra. Numbers of coupling photons are analytically derived from the difference between the detunings of absorption peaks. Section four is also devoted to the conclusions.
II. FOUR-LEVEL INVERTED Y-TYPE ATOM INTERACTED WITH THREE MODES OF PHOTONS
In this work, an inverted Y-type (IYT) configuration atom, which has been experimentally realized in Rb atoms, interacting with two coupling trapped photons as well as a probe beam of photons is investigated. The states of atoms are denoted by j where j=a, b, c, d (see Fig. 1 ). The state, frequency and detuning of the probe beam of photons (and two coupling photons) are also denoted by 1 n (and 2 n and 3 n ), 1  (and 2  and 3  ), and 1  (and 2  and 3  ), respectively. All modes of photons are coupled, near-resonantly, with two corresponding states of atom as shown in Fig.  1 . Each mode of coupling photons is also assumed to be trapped into an individual high quality (high Q-factor) quantum cavity, which is on resonance with the corresponding frequency of photons (see Fig. 2 ).
Furthermore, an ensemble of IYT atoms is also trapped in another cavity which is perpendicular to the cavities shown in Fig. 2 . The probe photons are also injected into the ensembles of atoms, one by one, and a detector measures their absorption spectrum. The interaction Hamiltonian of the system in the interaction picture is given by the Jaynes-Cumming model [16, 17] 
, is the amplitudes of the k-th mode of the electric field with the polarization direction k ˆ in the cavity volume v . The operator j i ij   , is the transition operator from the atomic states j to i , and
are detuning, atomic transition frequency and dipole moment vector corresponding to the transition j i  , respectively. , , , a n n n . The upper states spontaneously decay into the lower states. In this case, the decay rates for the transitions ba  , cb  , bd  , and da  are 1 2 , 2 2 , 3 2 , and 4 2 . Downloaded from ijop.ir at 23:59 +0330 on Friday November 8th 2019 Fig. 2 . Two modes coupling photons are trapped into two individual high quality quantum cavities, each assumed to be on resonance with its coupling mode frequency. The red spot is a pure ensemble of four-level IYT atoms trapped in another quantum cavity (which is not shown and may be perpendicular to the others). The probe photons are injected into the ensemble of atoms and their absorption spectrum is measured by a detector.
In the absence of the probe beam, the trapped coupling photons 2 n and 3 n are simultaneously interacted with the IYT atoms. In the steady state and weak field approximation, the state a is populated and the populations of other states are vanished. Thus the total atom-photon state is initially (before the injection of the probe beam photons) at 23 ,0, , a n n state. By applying the rotating wave approximation, the dynamical equations of the density operator for the coherence terms     
are obtained from the master equation:
is Lindblad decay term [17] and the general atom-photon state
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In this case, the decay rates for the transitions 
The coherence term is obtained in the steady state, where the weak field approximation
is assumed and nonperturbed density matrix elements are set to be
. 0
By applying Eq. (6) in the polarizations where a N is the density number of atoms and
is the amplitude of the quantized probe field [17] . Therefore, the real ( ) and imaginary (    ) parts of the susceptibility (8) . These values have been chosen based on the experimentally feasible parameters reported in [34] [35] [36] .
The absorption spectrum has a triplet peak profile, which is plotted in Fig. 3 . A fine asymmetry profile is found in the absorption spectrum, which is due to the different roles of two coupling photons 2 n and 3 n , in the susceptibility (8) , which is due to the effect of vacuum mode. If the coupling field 3 n ( 2 n ) is turned off, its corresponding term in denominator of Eq. (8) is not (is) totally vanished. Therefore, the vacuum fluctuation field corresponding to the 3rd (2nd) mode of coupling field is (is not) interacted with the IYT atom. Now, the profiles of absorption spectra are categorized in four cases:
None of coupling photons are in the vacuum state ( Fig. 3 ).
The 3rd mode of the coupling photon 3 n is in the non-vacuum and the 2nd mode 0 2  n is in the vacuum state (Fig. 4) .
The 3rd mode of the coupling photon 0 3  n is in the vacuum and the 2nd mode 2 n is in the non-vacuum state (dotted plot in Fig. 5 ).
All modes of the coupling photon states, 0 3  n and 0 2  n , are in the vacuum state ( Fig. 6 ). 
1) Case a
In this case, the absorption spectrum of the IYT atom contains a triplet absorption peak. The amount of absorption peaks and their corresponding detuning are depended on the number of coupling photons 2 n and . Furthermore, in spite of the symmetric selection of parameters, Fig. 3 shows a fine asymmetric profile spectrum due to different roles of (8) for the 3nd and 3rd modes of photons and the atomic level configuration. In Section 3, we present a non-demolition method for the measurement of coupling photons in terms of the amount of absorption's peak's detuning.
2) Case b
We have expected that, in a semi-classical model of atom-field interaction and in the absence of the coupling field 2  , a four-level IYT atom has been reduced to a three-level -Type atom. Correspondingly, Fig. 4 shows the absorption spectrum profile of an IYT atom which has been reduced to the absorption profile of a three-level -Type atom, even in a full-quantum model of atom-field interaction. In this case, the population of the upper level c vanishes in the steady state; therefore, the upper level c has no interaction with the vacuum fluctuation field of 2  mode. Figure 4 shows that the absorption spectrum profile depicted in Fig. 3 is exactly reduced to the absorption spectrum of a three-level -type atom, where 2 0 n  .
3) Case c
We have also expected that, in a semi-classical model of atom-field interaction and in the absence of the coupling field 3  , a four-level IYT atom has been reduced to a three-level upper-coupled-cascade atom. But, in spite of the case b, where in a full-quantum model, the coupling photon 3 n is in the vacuum state, the absorption spectrum profile of the IYT atom has not been exactly reduced to a threelevel upper-coupled-cascade atom. Figure 5 shows this difference in the profiles of the absorption spectra of these systems. This difference is due to an interaction between the atoms and vacuum fluctuations field of 3  mode. So the second term in the denominator of Eq. (8) does not totally vanish, even where 0 3  n .
4) Case d
In the absence of all coupling fields, Fig. 6 shows the absorption spectrum profile of the four-level IYT atom to contain only a double peak. In the semi-classical model of atom-field interaction, we expected that a four-level IYT atom was reduced to a simple two-level atom interacting with a single-mode field and only with a single peak in the absorption spectrum profile. As indicated in the previous cases, this difference is also due to this fact that the fourlevel IYT atoms are interacted with the vacuum fluctuation of 3rd coupling field. Fig. 6 . Absorption spectrum of probe field versus detuning of an IYT atomic system in 23 0 nn  . The parameters are similar to those chosen in Fig. 3 . Downloaded from ijop.ir at 23:59 +0330 on Friday November 8th 2019 
III. A PHOTON COUNTING METHOD WITH FOUR-LEVEL IYT ATOMS
Clearly, the detuning and amount of absorption for the peaks, in the absorption spectrum, are varied by the variation of each mode of coupling photons 2 n or 3 n . It leads us to a photon counting method by a measurement of the absorption spectrum of the probe beam. This scheme is simpler than other photon counting methods because the number of photons (which is a microscopic quantity) is measured by the absorption spectrum of the probe field (which is a macroscopic quantity). It is also a non-demolition method for the weak probe fields.
In this section, we use analytical and numerical methods to obtain the numbers of two trapped coupling photons 2 n and 3 n , simultaneously.
The detuning and amount of absorption spectrum for an IYT atom shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are depended on the number of coupling photons. There is a tight coupling between the measurement of a macroscopic quantity (absorption of probe beam) and measurement of a microscopic quantum mechanically computed quantity (the number of coupling photons). In this case, two different categories of absorption spectrum profiles of a probe beam of photons are investigated to obtain their corresponding number of coupling photons.
In the proposed experiment, a probe beam of individual photons is injected into an ensemble of trapped atoms, and its absorption is measured by a high sensitive single photodetector. By changing the detuning of the probe photons and performing the absorption measurements, we obtain an absorption spectrum similar to any one of the spectra in Four different cases mentioned in Section two are applied to analyze the absorption spectra. The absorption spectra profiles have two categories: double peak and triple peak absorption spectrum. In the following, we present an analytical method to obtain the number of coupling photons for both the categories.
To derive an analytical relation for the number of photons in terms of defined parameters, the relation should be simpler by setting a resonance condition 0 The first step of the photon counting procedure is the setting of detunings 2  and 3  to be in the resonance condition 0
. By these conditions, the absorption profile for both the categories transforms to a double peak (see Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) ). In the second step, take derivative of the absorption spectrum with respect to the probe detuning 1  , and set the result to zero. The difference between the detunings of absorption peaks
To derive Eq. (11), all decay rates are similar to those chosen in Fig. 3 .
A. Resonance Condition: First Category
In the first category, it is easy to show that the number of coupling photons as 0 2  n (cases b and d). If we apply it into (11) , the number of next coupling photons is obtained as
Therefore the numbers of two coupling photons are obtained individually from the first category of the absorption spectrum. Indeed, our measurements need a calibration method.
To calibrate our setup, the cavities are initially evacuated from all coupling photons. In this case, the numbers of two coupling photons are zero and the absorption spectrum corresponding to the vacuum coupling fields is obtained. The difference between detunings of absorption peaks has a minimum value   3 0 . . It is also a measurement method for 3 g . Substitute 3 g into Eq. (11) to obtain the number of next coupling photons as:
B. Resonance Condition: Second Category
In the second category, the absorption spectrum contains a triplet absorption peak. In general, in this category, none of coupling photons are in the vacuum state. These spectra are more complicated than the first category and Eq. (11) is not enough to obtain the number of two modes coupling photons, individually.
To make the problem simpler, assume the resonance condition 23 0     . Triple peak absorption spectra transforms to a double peak by this condition. Figure 9 shows the different absorption peaks with respect to the different numbers of coupling photons. As shown in Fig.9 , for a constant photon number 2 n ( 3 n ), the amount of absorption peaks varies by changing the number of other coupling photons 3 n ( 2 n ).
As can be seen in Fig. 9 , each coupling photons number gives us a specific value of . So, distinct height of absorption peaks for different kinds of coupling photons causes the ability of photon counting in a four-level IYT atomic system. The maximum of absorption takes place at detuning   
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Equations (13) and (14) are simultaneously solved to calculate the photon number of coupling fields, individually:
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is proportional to the maximum value of absorption and   The attention on the accuracy of absorption peak (and its detuning) measurement is important to obtain the exact number of coupling photons. Figure 10 illustrates the variation of absorption for neighbor peaks Therefore, the exact measurement for greater number of coupling photons needs more accuracy in the measurement of absorption peaks (and its detuning). So this model is suitable for a full quantum system or a few numbers of coupling photons. Development of our measurement method for the average number of photons, where the coupling fields are made of a superposition of number states, is an open problem.
C. Non-resonance condition: Numerical Method
In the previous subsection, an analytical method was introduced for the measurement of the number of coupling photons in the resonance condition. In this subsection, a numerical method is presented for the measurement of the number of coupling photons in a non-resonance condition. In general, the absorption spectrum has a triple absorption peak. The differences between the detunings of absorption for edge and mid peaks are sufficient to individually determine the numbers of coupling photons. But the case of non-resonance condition is more complicated than the previous cases in the resonance condition. Therefore, we focus only on the numerical calculations of our method. Fig. 10 The difference of absorption for neighbor peaks versus the different number of coupling photons, where the coupling fields are in the resonance condition. The parameters are similar to those chosen in Fig.3 Fig. 3 .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, we discussed four-level inverted Y-type (IYT) atomic systems trapped in a quantum cavity. The four-level IYT atoms are interacting with one kind of probe and two kinds of coupling field's photons. The absorption spectrum of the probe photons is derived from the imaginary part of susceptibility of atoms and plotted against its detuning.
The results are classified as follows:
In general, the four-level IYT atomic systems display triple peak absorption and two transparency windows in a non-resonance condition for coupling photons. Variation of the numbers of coupling photons and their detunings allows the possibility to control the width, shape and location of absorption peaks and transparency windows, efficiently. phenomenon is observed only in the full quantum model, and not in the semi-classical model.
In the four-level IYT atomic system, with eliminating one of the coupling fields 2  , we cannot reach the absorption spectrum of corresponding three-level systems, because the effect of the vacuum state in the 2  field.
The difference between the frequencies of the absorption peaks and also the values of absorption peaks are controllable by changing the number of coupling photons ( 2  or 3  ).
The properties of absorption spectrum profiles are discussed in different cases.
The results obtained in item 4 lead us to a nondemolition photon counting. Analytical relations between the number of coupling photons and different frequencies of absorption peaks and also the values of the absorption peaks are obtained in the resonance condition and weak field approximation.
Also in the non-resonance condition, the difference between the detunings of right (left) hand and mid peaks is applied to determine the number of two coupling photons numerically.
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